Crowdstrike Services

WHY LAW FIRMS
TURN TO CROWDSTRIKE
Immediate access to Cyber Incident Response (IR) Services

CROWDSTRIKE INCIDENT RESPONSE
Partnering with
CrowdStrike® Services
puts a team of seasoned
IR professionals on
your side, who know
how cyber incident
response services must
be delivered in today’s
environment of persistent
cyberattacks.

As a cybersecurity attorney you are continually faced with the challenge of dealing
with clients in the midst of a crisis. Time is of the essence and questions abound.
Obtaining complete insight into the cause and extent of the compromise is essential
for you to effectively advise your clients. Having a trusted forensic partner is
essential to minimizing the impact on your client. Partnering with CrowdStrike®
Services puts a team of seasoned IR professionals on your side, who know how
cyber incident response services must be delivered in today’s environment of
persistent cyberattacks.
CrowdStrike Services prides itself on its ability to remove any friction in the process
of delivering answers to those critical forensic questions — from the moment your
call is received, through the engagement process, to the time the services team
provides a comprehensive analysis of your client’s cyber incident.
Leveraging some of the most experienced consultants in the industry, along
with world-class technology, the CrowdStrike® team delivers unrivaled incident
response services: quickly and efficiently arriving at a complete understanding
of what has happened and then moving with speed and precision to mitigate and
manage the situation.
CrowdStrike allows you to be fully informed early in the forensic engagement, so
that you can provide better advice to your client and reduce the potential impact,
risk and liability related to the security incident. The CrowdStrike team’s consultative
approach has achieved the highest marks in satisfaction from both clients and their
legal representatives.
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WHY LAW FIRMS TURN TO CROWDSTRIKE

1. EASY TO WORK WITH
CrowdStrike is focused on a relationshipbased partnership. The consultants
understand and respect the uniqueness of
your firm and your clients’ needs.
All engagements and supporting
documents are customized to your
specific requirements, ensuring that each
engagement starts with a clear roadmap to
recovery from day one.
CrowdStrike consultants arm you with far
more information than other vendors and
provide it earlier in the forensic process, so
that you can drive a more effective breach
response strategy.
The team strives to ensure positive results
without a negative attitude. CrowdStrike
is focused on being a trusted advisor
and getting your business back to
normal operations, not on auditing and
apportioning blame.

2. PROVEN EXPERTISE
At CrowdStrike there is no "B Team" or
"learning on the job". You will engage
directly with a seasoned consultant who
has more than a decade of cyber forensics
experience. CrowdStrike only recruits the
best from within the world of cybersecurity,
incident response, and forensics, resulting in
a team with unrivalled expertise and skills.
CrowdStrike’s incident response approach
is well proven, leveraging the innovative
CrowdStrike Falcon® platform:
Remediation starts immediately. As a cloudbased platform, Falcon offers significant
advantages over the traditional incident
response approaches, allowing the team to
deploy and gain visibility far faster, identify
attackers, and ultimately eject the attacker
from the environment with fewer costs and
business interruptions.

Falcon provides complete visibility quickly,
giving you details into the full incident and
helping to lock down credentials and limit
access.

CROWDSTRIKE SERVICES —
ACCREDITATIONS
AND CERTIFICATIONS

Falcon employs threat Intelligence to
help identify and understand who is in the
environment and why, thus improving your
ability to respond to current and future
attacks.

NSA
Accredited by the NSA for National
Security Cyber Assistance Program —
Cyber Incident Response Assistance.

Law firms have established a working
relationship with CrowdStrike Services
because other incident response providers
failed to resolve complex breaches on
behalf of their clients.

3. POSITIVE OUTCOMES
CrowdStrike delivers high quality, high
business-value results at a lower cost
than traditional IR services. CrowdStrike’s
technology and methodology, combined
with consultants’ superior skills and
experience, allows the team to respond
and resolve incidents faster and more
efficiently. The result: less hours incurred
and lower costs to clients.
As proof of client satisfaction, more than 90
percent of incident response engagements
lead to an ongoing relationships with
CrowdStrike, including retained incident
response services and proactive services
delivery.
CrowdStrike Services has consistently
received recognition from industry analysts.
The Forrester Wave, for "Digital Forensics
and Incident Response Providers," in Q3,
2017 reported that "CrowdStrike received
the highest marks for services delivered and
customer satisfaction."

PFI Investigator
Certified as a PCI Forensic Investigator
by the payment card industry.

CrowdStrike is one of very few firms
to be certified under both programs.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE
CrowdStrike Services equips
organizations with the protection
and expertise they need to defend
against and respond to security
incidents. Leveraging the clouddelivered CrowdStrike Falcon®
platform — next-generation
endpoint protection, cyber
threat intelligence gathering and
reporting operations, and a 24/7
proactive threat hunting team —
the CrowdStrike Services security
team helps customers identify,
track and block attackers in real
time. This unique approach allows
CrowdStrike to stop unauthorized
access faster and prevent further
breaches. CrowdStrike also
offers proactive services so
organizations can improve their
ability to anticipate threats, prepare
their networks, and ultimately stop
breaches.

Learn more at
www.crowdstrike.com/services

